
Southwest Airlines® is committed to 
the University of Virginia.
Southwest® and the University of Virginia have a corporate travel agreement that can provide eligible travelers 
point of sale discounts on eligible fares to certain destinations. Access these fares when booking eligible 
travel to or from certain Southwest destinations through your university’s managed travel program. Discounts 
on eligible fares went into e�ect on January 1, 2023 and are set to be in e�ect for the entirety of the year.

Eligible fare point of 
sale discounts:

Why fly Southwest?

First and second checked bags fly 
free®,3 and flight credits don’t expire.4

No change5 or cancel6  fees.

Exceptional Customer Service and 
Southwest Hospitality.

Register today for our Rapid 
Rewards loyalty program.

1Qualifying flights include flights booked and flown through Southwest® and flights paid entirely with dollars, Southwest LUV Vouchers®, gift cards or flight credits, and with no portion of the purchase price paid for with Rapid Rewards® points or Rapid Rewards Business 
points.
2All Rapid Rewards rules and regulations apply and can be found at Southwest.com/rrterms.
3First and second checked bags. Weight and size limits apply.
4Fare di�erence may apply.
5Flight credit unexpired on or created on or after July 28, 2022, do not expire and will show an expiration date until our systems are updated. Visit Southwest.com/experience for details.
6Failure to cancel a reservation at least 10 minutes prior to scheduled departure may result in forfeited flight credits.
7Points can be earned from (a) qualifying flights booked and flown through Southwest or (b) through qualifying purchases with our Rapid Rewards partners. Qualifying flights include flights paid entirely with dollars, Southwest LUV Vouchers, gift cards or flight credits, 
and with no portion of the purchase price paid for with Rapid Rewards points or Rapid Rewards Business points.

It’s free to sign up. Scan here to enroll:

Unlimited reward seats.

No blackout dates.

Your points don’t expire.

Earning points is easy.

As a Rapid Rewards Member, you can earn points 
by flying or spending with our Rapid Rewards 
partners and use them for future reward travel.7

As a benefit of your employer’s contract with 
Southwest, you can book with eligible point of sale 
discounts to or from the following Southwest 
destinations when you book in your organization’s 
preferred online booking tool, Concur®:

Washington, D.C. (Reagan National)

Richmond

Get 50 percent more bonus points 
on qualifying flights.1

As a Rapid Rewards® Member,2 you can earn 
points on qualifying flights and use them for 
future reward travel. Plus, get 50 percent Rapid 
Rewards bonus points on qualifying flights 
booked and flown in eligible channels with your 
Company ID and Rapid Rewards account number 
between January 1–December 31, 2023.


